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Abstract-In the present paper. the development of “special hole-elements”, to enable an efficient and accurate 
Lnalysis of stress concentration around through-thickness holes in angle-ply laminates, is presented. In these 
“hole-elements”. the development of which is based on a modified complementary energy principle, the analytical 
asymptotic solutions for the stress-state near the hole are embedded. The fully 3-D stress-state in the laminate is 
accounted for, and the interlaminar traction reciprocity is satisfied a priori, while the interelement reciprocity 
condition is satisfied a posterion’ through a Lagrange multiplier method. In addition, a simple method of estimation 
of stress concentration factors is also given, 

Results obtained from the present “special-hole-element” procedure are compared with the solutions by the 
present simple estimation method as well as other available solutions in literature. 

INTRODUCTIOH 
The problem of a circular through-thickness hole in a 
laminated composite has been a subject of a number of 
investigations [ I-81. So far, no analytical solutions to the 
stress-state near a traction free hole in an angle-ply 
laminate have appeared in literature. and most of the 
cited references invoke approximations of one type or 
the other. Because of their importance in studies of 
delamination near free-edges. the interiaminar shear and 
normal stresses near the hole have been subject of 
intense studies in 16-81. The analyses of [6] are based on 
the use of the common 3-D. isoparametric, compatible- 
displacement finite elements to model each of the lamina 
in the angle-ply laminate. On the other hand, the analyses 
in [7.8] are based on the concept of a “boundary-layer” 
(i.e. a region of the laminate near the hole where the 
“plane-stress” solution is inadequate). 

The present paper is an extension of the author’s 
earlier work]91 wherein “special crack-elements” based 
on an assumed stress hybrid finite element approach, 
were developed for the analysis of stress/strain sin- 
gularities, and their intensities, near the edges of 
through-the-thickness cracks in angle-ply laminates. In 
the present paper. details of the development of special 
hole-elements, for efficient and accurate analyses of 
loaded or traction-free holes in angle-ply laminates are 
presented. 

The present development is based on a modified com- 
plementary energy principle, resulting in an assumed- 
stress hybrid finite element method. In this procedure, 
analytical asymptotic solutions for the 3-D stress-state 
near a through-thickness hole in a plate, are embedded in 
special elements near the hole. The transverse shear and 
normal stress are accounted for. Interlayer traction 
reciprocity condition is satisfied a priori. Each finite 
element consists of the entire stack of laminae. The 
interelement traction reciprocity condition is satisfied 
through a Lagrange multiplier technique. Results are 
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presented to indicate the optimum sizes of the special 
hole elements. 

In addition. procedures for a simple estimation of 
stress concentration factors around a hole are also 
presented. In the authors’ earlier work[lO], a simple 
method of estimation of stress intensity factors for 
through-cracks in angle-ply laminates was develop- 
ed, using the 2-D anisotropic elasticity solution for 
an elliptical hole [12]. The simple estimation method 
of finding stress concentration factors for a circular hole 
is used, regarding it as one of the special cases of an 
elliptical hole[lO]. Similar methods for stress concen- 
tration of circular hole were developed in [6,11]. 

Solutions for the problems of through thickness holes 
in (90°/Oo/00/900) and ( - 45”/ t 45”/ t 4S”/ - 45”) laminates 
are presented to illustrate the relative efficiency of the 
present “special-hole-element” procedure. Detailed 
results, in the above problems, for distribution of inplane 
stresses and transverse stresses near the hole are corn. 
pared with those obtained from the simple estimation 
method as well as those reported earlier in [5,6,8]. 

DRSCRIPTION OF THR PRESENT ANALYSLS PROCRDURE 

As discussed in [9], the energy functional governing 
the modified complementary energy principle, and the 
associated development of hybrid stress finite element 
method for a multi-layer anisotropic laminate, can be 
written as: 

I&&o’; u’) = T [c[ 1 ,; drE’ui d V-I,, T’7n’ dS 
i V.’ 

t 
I 

,rfiiTui dS II . (1) ho 
In the above the following quantities and notations are 
used: (i) o’ is the (6 x 1) vector of 3-D stress in the ith 
lamina which is assumed such that it satisfies equilibrium 
conditions within each lamina, and the interlaminar trac- 
tion reciprocity conditions, a priori; (u” denotes the 
transpose of a’); (ii) c’ is the matrix of elastic 
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compliance coefficients for the ith lamina; (iii) T’ are 
tractions, at the interelement boundary for the ith 
lamina, which are derived from the assumed a’; (iv) ui 
are interelement boundary displacements which play the 
role of Lagrange multipliers_, to enforce interelement 
traction reciprocity; and (v) T’ are prescribed tractions 
at Sbn of the ith lamina. 

Further, we assume that elements n = 1,2,. . , P are 
the “special-hole-elements”, and n > P are the elements 
surrounding the special elements. The development of 
these regular elements (i.e. n > P) is detailed in [9] and 
not repeated here. Each finite element consists of the 
entire stack lamina. In spite of this, the displacements 
are assumed such that cross-sectional warping of in- 
dividual lamina are allowed, as also discussed in (91. 

Let the stress field in the elements be assumed as: 

and 

(2) 

u’ = P’p in V,‘(n > P) (3) 

where P’ are special: functions representing the stress 
field near a hole (with undetermined parameters B1’ for 
the ith lamina), and P’ are the usual polynomial varia- 
tions (with undetermmed parameter /3 for the entire 
stack of layers). Let the interelement boundary dis- 
placement field be assumed as: 

u’ = L’q’ at AV,‘. (4) 

Using eqns (2)_(4). the functional in eqn (1) can be 
written as: 

bfs = $,[ (f) Bs’-YssB, - B,‘Gq + Q's 1 

4 
n-P+, 

[ (f)BrYWTWQrq] (5) 

where, in the present case of multilayer laminate with 
i = I, 2,. . ., K, it is seen that: 

I_I=ij'+Ij't...tHK;n> P (6) 

y:,o.. . . .o 
0 kg, . . ..o 

I$, = : . I I ;nSP 
. . : 

0’ o...::Ij: 

H’ = p"C'p' d V _ _ 

ys= 

1,=q+i;2+...+GK;n>P 

GsT = rS;*‘T, GslT.. . ., GsKT]; n 5 P 

(7) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(9) 

(10) 

(lla) 

(lib) 

I II) 

It should be noted that in eqns (2) and (3). the 
parameters p are independent for each element n = 
P t 1.. . . N, while the parameters #?,i are common to the 
elements n = I ’ ,_, . ., P. Likewise, the generalized dis- 
placements q’ are subject to nodal-connectivity and 
hence are not independent for each element. Thus, the 
stationary conditions of the functional in eqn (5) with 
respect to & and /3, leads to the relations: 

i14) 

and 

/3=H-‘Gq for n>P. (15) 

Substituting eqns (14) and (IS) in eqn (5). we obtain: 

OHS = 2, [ - (;)qT K,sq + Q%] 

t$ 
[ 0 - ; qTW'-QTq I (16) 

n=P+l 

where 

Assembling the stiffness matrices for all the elements. we 
obtain: 

IJ*q* = Q*. (18) 

The assumptions for the relevant field variables in the 
regular elements, i.e. n > P. surrounding the special 
elements, as in eqns (3) and (4) were discussed in detail 
in the authors’ previous paper[9]. Thus, we focus our 
attention to the details of assumption of field variables in 
“special-hole-elements”. 

FIELDVARIABLES IN “SPECIAL.HOLE.ELEMENTS" 

Consider a cylindrical polar coordinate system (r. 0, x1) 
centered at the center of a through the thickness hole in 
a finite plate. Let a corresponding Cartesian coordinate 
system be (XI. x2, x3) with x, = r cos 0 and x2 = r sin 8. The 
equilibrium equations for the ith layer, in the cylindrical 
polar system, and in the absence of body forces can be 
written as: 
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where ( ),, denotes a( )/ar, etc. For a traction-free 
hole, the boundary conditions at the hole surface are: 

i - ffrr -&=a:,=Oat r=a (20) 

where a is the radius of the hole. Also, assuming that all 
the interlaminar surfaces are parallel to the (x,-x2) 
plane, the interlaminar traction reciprocity conditions 
can be written as: 

u:, = CT;;‘; u:, = cr$‘; o;, = 02’ at xx = xji (21) 

wherein x3i is the x3 coordinate of the interface between 
the ith and (it l)th layers. In this notation, x3’ is the 
coordinate of the bottom surface of laminate. 

We rewrite eqn (19~) in the form: 

C&t (;)u;“.” + ($7:, = - cG3 (22) 

which is solved by setting & = u’;“3 t UX and a;, = 
ai\ t 0% where, the additional superscripts h and p 
indicate the homogeneous and particular solutions, res- 
pectively. The particular solution of eqn (22) is obtained 
by setting 

UT@ = 4 I, and a?, = 
0 5 die. (23) 

Using eqn (23) in eqn (22) it is seen that 

(24) 

Thus, 

and 

Ug.3 d8 (25) 

(26) 

We assume that 

o;h, = o;; = 0;; = 0. 

Likewise,we write eqn (19b) as: 

a;., t (;)u;,, + (;)uL = - u;e,.l. (27) 

The particular solution of eqn (27) is obtained by setting 

0% = (f)&& a% = (+,. (28) 

Using eqn (28) in eqn (27). it is seen that, 

09) 

Thus, 

and 

(31) 

Finally, we write eqn (19a) in the form: 

ok., t (+, = (;)u& - (;)&.~ - uL.3. (32) 

To obtain the particular solution of eqn (32), we let 
u: = (Ilr)fY, to reduce eqn (32) to: 

(+-I:, = ($& - (5)&Y3- us.,. (33) 

Thus, 

+ ; C3’(& x3). 
0 

(W 

For the homogeneous components a:, us and a$, 
we assume the solutions of the 2-D system of equations: 

u%t(f)u~..t ($)~u::-us=o (35) 

and 

(36) 

Solutions to eqns (35) and (36) which, in addition, satisfy 
the conditions of displacement-compatibility are given by 
Savin[ 121 for plane elastic domains of either isotropic or 
anisotropic materials. It is noted that in the present 
problem, each lamina is modeled as a rectilinearly 
anisotropic medium. Since the principle of complemen- 
tary energy is employed, it is not necessary, in the 
present case, that the assumed stress field satisfy the 
conditions of compatibility as well. Thus, the isotropic 
hole-solution for stresses given by Savin[ 121 may be 
considered as admissible even in the present problem of 
multilayered laminite wherein each lamina is modeled as 
an anisotropic layer. Thus, in each ith layer (i = 
12 , ,..., K) we assume: 

UE = croi(x,X[l -(a*/?)] 

t [l -4(a*/?) t 3(a’/r’)] cos 20} (37a) 

or@ = aoi(x3X[1 t (a2/?)] - [l t 3(a’/f)] cos 26) 
(3%) 

U z = - aoi(x3)j[ 1 t 2(a2/r7 - 3(a4/S)] sin 20) 
(37c) 

where aoi(x3) is assumed to be a Hermitian polynomial in 
each ith layer. However, since the interlayer traction 
reciprocity does not demand the continuity of the inplane 
stresses urn uee and uM, the functions ao’(x3) are 
assumed to be independent from layer to layer. In the 
present work, solutions of the type given in eqn (37) but 
corresponding to anisotropic materials were also im- 
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plemented as an alternative. These anisotropic solutions 
can be found in Savin[lZ] and are not duplicated here. 

To obtain approximations for a%. ~2. of, and g: as in 
eqns (29, (26), (30) (31) and (34) respectively, we start by 
assuming a continuous variation of a$ throughout the 
stack of lamina (i = I. 2.. . K) in the x3 direction. 
Generally the variation of a;, in (r, 0) coordinates may be 
assumed to be of a polynomial form: r-‘(cos kB+ 
sin M)tj, k = 0, I, 2.. . ). in addition to a term of the type 
In(r/a)f(tY). We demonstrate here, as an example, the 
details for only the following terms: 

u;p = 
i 
@1(X3) a,(.G) 4x3) aAx cos ,. -f----T-+-t-_a ,& 

r r- i r I 

where uJx3); tj = 1.. ., 8) are assumed to be continuous 
polynomials defined throughout the thickness of 
laminate. Thus, ai are assumed to be a Hermitian 
interpolant in terms of L2j and t,diat/ax3) at x3’. i.e. the 
values at the interface between the ith and (it Ihh 
layers. Thus there are two independent parameters for 
each coefficient ai (identified as components of the vec- 
tor /Jr of eqn (2)) at each interlayer interface that deter- 
mine the function ai( Using eqns (25) and (26L res- 
pectively. we obtain 

u$J = 
i 

I 1 I 1 -3”,,3-ri;“,,,-~“‘.3-~a73 sin26 
I 

I I 1 1 

t p.3 + Gad.3 f 906.3 t pas.3 cos 2. 

(39) 
and 

i- -p.3 zr 
I 

1 
-Llnr(14.3t 

1 
pas,3 f $k3 

I 
sin 28 

t$. (40) 

Satisfying the boundary condition that (To, = 0 at r = a, 
we find 

In the above, ai. implies (aadax3). Using eqns (30) and 
(31) respectively, we obtain 

u% = 1 ‘a 
I 1 I 

24 1.33 + 1603.33 + fjya5.33 + p In ra7.33 
I 

sin 28 

f 1 
r 1 I 

- 2402.33 - gh.3, 
-- 8ra6.33 - jjyj n ra8.33 cos 2ti ’ I 

I 
+ (42) 

and 

- Fr a6.33 - p as.33 (43) 

Using the condition that U* = 0 at r = a, we write eqn (42) 

as: 

11 a 
+g y-7 as.33 

i ) 
f $ In ia7,33} cos 20 

(44) 

Finally, using eqn (34), we obtain 

u: = &( -48a t 17r - 8a’r-‘)a,,,, 

1 ts 8lnr-II-; 
i 

la” 

) 
aJ,3j 

I 2u’ 
tz 8lnr-11-i 

i ) 
a4.33 

C3l t- 
r’ 

(45) 

Using the condition that u:T = 0 at r = a, we obtain 

&( -48a t 17r + 39a’r-’ -8a3r-2)a1,33 

t 39a’r-’ - 8a3r-2)a2,3J 

9 
f? 

r ) I 
a8.J) sin 28. (46) 

The assumed inplane stresses in the special elements u:~, 
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c&, and C& are represented by the comb~tions of 
eqns (37a) and (461, eqns (37bl and (43) and eqns (37~) 
and (44), respectively, while the assumed transverse 
stresses in the special elements &, o& and 04, are 
represented by eqns (381, (39) and (411, respectively, 
since we assumed that o:l = ~7% = of = 0 as mentioned 
earlier. 

It is ~po~nt to note that the above assumed equili- 
brated 3-D stress field has the following properties. 

(i) The stresses o,,., CT& and u,~ satisfy the stress-free 
conditions around the hole surface. 

(ii) The transverse stresses (r3>, u3, and u3@ are con- 
tinuous in the x3 direction in the entire laminate. 

(ii) The inplane stresses urn a,,, and uee are allowed 
to be dis~n~uo~ in the x3 direction at the ~teriayer 
interface, as may be expected in the case of a multilayer 
anisotropic laminate with different material properties in 
the global coordinates, from layer to layer. 

In this connection, it should be remarked that Rybicki 
and Hopper [5) also derive an equilibrated stress field in a 
m~t~ayer anisotropic laminate for impiemen~tion in a 
complemen~y energy pr~ciple. However, Rybicki and 
Hopper151 derive this stress field through three Max- 
well’s stress-functions which are continuous in all the 
three laminate coordinates (r, 8, x3). Thus, in the for- 
mulation of [5], even the inplane stresses u,,, u, and a;~# 
are continuous at the interlayer interfaces, contrary to 
what may be expected in an anisotropic laminate. 
Obvio~iy, the inplane strains Ed e* and eBs may be 
continuous in x3 direction, but not the inpiane stresses. 
This difTerence in the present approach and that in [5] 
should be remembered in comparing the two sets of 
numerical results. 

In this method, we start by using the following 
assumDtions. 

(i) The applied stresses are constant or linear through 
the entire thickness (see Fig. la). 

(ii) The inpiane strains are also constant or linear 
through the entire thickness (see Fii. lb). 

These conditions are expressed as follows: 

W={6T1+(xI-;)@B1 (47) 

and 

~~}=~~~~i(x3-~)~~~} (48) 

where { ] denotes a (3 x 1) vector which consists of the 
inpiane components of stress and strain, and ( _ ) denotes 
a prescribed quantity. Introducing a local coordinate 
t’( - I s t’ s 1) in the ith layer, we have the following 
transfo~ation. 

x3 = 
4i + x3’-’ $ h,,i 

2 2 
or 

2 ‘i=g x3- 
( 

xp’ fX i-’ 2f 
> 
. 

(491 

In the above, x3@’ and xi are the coordinates of the 
bottom and top surfaces, respectively, of the ith layer. hi 
is used for the thickness of the ith layer. Inplane strains 
in the ith layer are expressed by using the local coor- 
dinate f’ ; 

lnphns stroues id] 
I I 

(cl + 
1 I . 

Fig. 1. Hypothetical variation and strain and stress througl~ the laminate thickness. 
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{d} = {CJ’} + ti{e,‘} (51) Now we consider the stresses {u,‘} at the far field, i.e. far 

where subscripts 0 and 1 denote constant and linear 
away from the hole. The linear and angular momentum 
balances of the applied stresses {@] and the farfield stresses 

com~nents of strains. There are the following relations 
between the strains expressed in eqns (48) and (51): 

(0~~1 can be expressed by the following eq~tions. 

Similarly the inplane stresses in the ith layer can be Substituting eqns (47) and (54) into eqns (62) and (63), we 
expressed as shown in Fig. l(c). obtain 

{ffi} =~~~i}+~j{~*i}. (54) 

The inplane strains and stresses are related with 

{e’} = [C]{a’} (55) 

where [c’] is the (3 x3) complaince matrix whose 
coefficients are functions of the material consents and 
the lay-up angle of the ith layer. Substituting eqns (51) 
and (54) in eqn (55), we have 

and 

(64) 

(65) 

and 

{(Foi} = [@]{aoi} (56) 

It is noted that the far-field stresses (oL.1 are neither 
constant nor linear through the entire thickness since the 
compliance matrix [c’] varies from layer to layer. These 
far-field stresses are transmitted along the layers. The 
solution for an eilipticat hole in an infinite plate has been 
given by Savin[lt]. Using Savin’s solution, stress dis- 
tributions near a hole resulting from a set of the far-field 
stresses {ub} (Fig. 2) are obtained. 

{a,‘) = [c’]{u,i}. (57) 

From the assumption (ii), strain components {+} and 
{en} are constant through the thickness. 

i = 1.2. _ . ., (X - 1): ((c,) = const.) 

(58) 

and 

=(~~+l~_(ltiCih+x~‘-h4 i+tj; 
61 

i+i 

i = 1,2,. . ., (K - 0; ({Ed)‘= const.). (59) 

Substituting eqns (56) and (57) into eqns (58) and (59), 
respectively, we obtain 

-i;L[c’+‘]{q,i-‘} = 0; i = 1,2,. . ., (K - 1) 
,+1 

(60) 

and 

= 0; i = 1.2,. I ., (I( - 1). (61) 

~fl(r, S, ti) = CU;~).. f 2Re(s,*b; + s,‘&,] (66) 

ui&. 8, t’) = (u&t 2Re[& t ~$4) (67) 

ui12(r, 9, t’) =(a{,)..-ZRe(s&; + s&j (68) 

where 

’ I r(cos B t s, sin 6) 
’ -~(r2(cos 8 t 3, sin ej2 - a*(1 t s,~)) I 

& = 2(s, -&I t is*)i 
(al~)~+(U&i.T, +(d&(i+ SI) 

’ I r(cos fl t sz sin 0) 
’ -t/(?(cos 8th sin e)‘- a2(ltsz2)) I (70) 

(cr;l)cc = (ai&+ t’(a’l,h 

(bill =(uiz)o+ ti(fl!d*h 

,i (flit)= = (Uit)ot ti(q% (71) 

and i=Q(-I), s1 and s2 are complex numbers depending 
on the anisotropic elastic compliance of the ith iamina, 
[C’]. The far-field stresses (6K unknowns) can be 
determined by solving 6K simultaneous eqns (60), (61), 
(64) and (65). 

For the problem of “symmetric-lay-u~laminates” and 
symmetric applied load, the far-field stresses may be 
expressed by onIy the constant terms within the layer. 
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Fii. 2. A hole in an inkite plate subject to far-field stresses. 

{o!J = (urJi), IO,‘} = 0. (72) 

The sirn~~n~us equations for the s~rne~c problem 
are easiiy derived using eqns (61) and (64) 

Results are presented for the problem of holes in four 
layer (ADO)= and (-45f +45), ~ro~e~xy iaminates 
whose material properties are identical to those used by 
Rybicki ef a1.[5,6] and TangiS], i.e. E, -30x 106 psi: 
& = ES = 3 x 106 psi, Gt, = G,, = Gz3 = 106 psi; yIz = 
JQ3 = 3% =0.336. The geometries used here are a = 
1.0 in. and h, = hz = 0.2 in. 

The typical finite element mesh pattern that is used in 
analyst both the presently considered probIems is 
shown in Fig. 3. This mesh pattern consists of 24 multi- 
layer elements with 791 d.o.f. It is noted again that in the 
present procure, wherein the assumed awry dis- 
piacement held is given in detail in the authors’ eariier 
paper[9], each finite element consists of the entire stack 
of layers. 

In the case of (~~~)~ iaminate panel, subject to a 
uniform uniaxiaf stress u,, at the ends of the pane& due to 
the symmetry of material properties and applied cxter- 
nai loads, only one eighth of the panel bounded by OS 
x,sW, OSX,S W; and O~x,rhf2 is analysed, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The results are also obtained using the 
above described simple es~a~n method, Soiving the 
s~uI~neous equations (73) and (74), the far-field stres- 
ses are determined as 

(Q:& = ~.1788~*, (o&k, = -U.OSOa,, (i& = 0 

(&)o = 1.821200, (o&)0 = +o.o5oo,, (C&o = 0 

(&)t = (ok), = (&)I = 0, (c&), = (&1 = f&l = 0. 

The above valws are used in eqns (66)-(71) to calculate 
the stress dist~bution. 

The results for the variation of the c~~fere~tiai 
stress oee near the hole in 0 and 90” lamina, respectively, 

h :PLdfe Thbckness lh-4h,t 

h,:Cam*na lh.ckness 

Fig. 3. Ty&ai mesh pattern (each eka~ent consists of al! the 
kmina). 

are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). In order to avoid the 
~‘~rowd~ in the &ures, the present results are com- 
pared separately with those by Rybicki and Hopperf5f 
and Tat&S] in Fig. 4(a), and with those by the simple 
estimation method in Fig, 4(b). It is seen that the present 
results agree exceiiently with the boundary iayer analysis 
of Tang@], while in the 90” Iamina, especially, consider- 
able discrepancy exists between the present results and 
those of Rybicki and Hop~rrS~. This d~~epancy be- 
tween the present results and those of [S] may be 
expiained, partially, by the fact, as mentioned earlier, 
that the stress ass~ptions in [S) are such that the 
inplane stresses u, o, and eW are also nonplus in 
the x3 direction, o priori. Also, good agreement between 
the present “special hole element” resuhs and those of 
the present “simple estimation” method can be seen in 
Fii. 4(b). In 90” lamina, both results show no stress 
ignitions (i.e. o&o0 I; 1 .O) at B = W, contrary to 
CT,&T~ J 3.0 in the case of Ryb~~ and Hopper~~]. 

The variation of the transverse normal stress aJ8, at 
the midplane of the laminate, in the Miiection at t = a, 
is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that there is an excelient 
q~li~tive a~eement between the present results and 
those of Rybicki and Schmeueserf61 at all 8 locations 
while the present results differ signibcantly from those of 
Tang@] especially near around B=W. It is noted 
however, that the results in [6] were obtained by using a 
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-.- 00 
_.++._ go~ Ayb;ck; sHopper 

_--_ 
0’ Tang 

-*- 900 

(90°1cols 

- 9,“: Prescn1 - 

---c-- 90” 
----_ 3O Sample ESt:mat;on Method I4 

I’ 

1 

-5.0 
i 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Circumferential stress in each lamb for a hole in (!W/O’), laminate under uniaxial tension. 
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I 1c Rybd; and SchmueSer 

b” _ 0.1 

b' 0.0 

I - Tang 

-0.5 

i 

Fig. 5. Interlaminar normal stress around a hole in a W’/O”), laminate 

rather coarse finite eletient mesh, wherein each lamina is 
Todelled by 3-D assumed-displacement finite elements. 

The variation of transverse normal stress u,~, at the 
mid-plane of the laminate at 0 = W, with the radial 
coordinate r, is shown in Fig. 6 along with the com- 
parison result of Rybicki and Hooper[5], who as men- 
tioned, use a 3-D complementary energy method. It is 
seen that even through the present results for inplane 
stresses differ with those of Rybicki and Hopper[5]. the 
agreement between the two results for oj3, as in Fig. 6, is 
good. 

The case of uniaxially loaded four-layer ( - 45/ t 45), 
laminate is indicated in Fig. 7(a), wherein, due to sym- 
metry, only the lower half of the laminate is considered. 
To enable the exploitation of appropriate symmetrylanti- 
symmetry conditions, the superposition principle is used 
to reduce the problems to the analysis of the two simpler 
problems as indicated in Figs. 7(b), c. d and e. The 
problems depicted in Figs. 7(d) and 7(e) are symmetric 
and anti-symmetric respectively. Thus, the problems of 
Figs. 7(d) and 7(e) are solved by modeling only a quarter 
of the panel as indicated in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respec- 
tively. The appropriate boundary-conditions at the finite 

r90~10°1, 

- Present 

---- Ryticks and Hopper 

e-90” 

Fig. 6. lnterlaminar normal stress near a hole in a (W/o”), 
laminate. as a function of radial coordinate. 

element nodes, for the symmetric and the anti-symmetric 
problems are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) respectively. 

In order to check the procedures. a single lamina of 
the material is analyzed. The result obtained by the 
present 3-D analysis is compared with the 2-D anisotro- 
pit elasticity solution[l2]. The variation of Us along the 
circumference of the hole at the midplane of laminate is 
shown in Fig. 9. Both the isotropic hole functions 
expressed by eqn (37) and the orthotropic hole functions 
of the type given in eqns W-(71) are used for this 
problem. Both the present results are very close to each 
other except near 6 = 45”. As seen from the figure, the 
present results are in good agreement with the 2-D solu- 
tion. Therefore, the procedures explained in Figs. 7 and 8 
are valid. 

The laminate of (- 45”/45”), subject to a uniform uni- 
axial stress CQ is analyzed by the present finite element 
method as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The problem is also 
analyzed by the simple estimation method. The following 
far-field stresses are obtained. 

(a:,)o = uo, (o;&, = 0, (o;,,, = - 0.3855~0 

(a:,),, = go. (&)” = 0, (a:,), = t 0.38551~, 

(a:,), = (ulz), = (uL)1 = 0, (uf,), = (a:*), = (C&)1 = 0. 

The above values are used in eqns (66)_(71) to calculate 
the stress distributions. 

The variations of uR along the surface of the hole. at 
the midplane of the laminate. is shown in Fig. IO. along 
with the result of Rybicki and Hopper[5], the 2-D elasti- 
city solution[l2], and that of the present simple estima- 
tion method. It is seen that there is excellent agreement 
between the present finite element result and that of the 
present simple estimation method. at all 8 locations. 
However, in the result of Rybicki and Hopper, a stress 
concentration with the same magnitude as of the present 
result occurs at near B = W, which is the point of stress 
concentration in an isotropic material. The results of the 
present special-hole-element method and the simple 
estimation method are closer to the 2-D anistotropic 
elasticity soiution[l2] for ( t 45“) lamina. It can be 
expected from the nature of this problem ( - 45”/ + 45% 
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Fig. 7. Superposition method for analyzing a hole in a ( - 45”/ + 459, laminate. 

that the 3-D inplane stress state at the midplane of the 
laminate is not far from the 2-D stress state of single 
layer ( + 45”). 

The results for the variation of a, around the hole 
surface in the first lank ( - 453, and the second lamina 
( t 45”) are shown in Fig. 11. Again, an excellent 
agreement between the present “special-hole-element” 
results and those of the present simple estimation 
method can be seen from the figure. 

q’ t t t t t - - 
(El3 ui - 

(b) 

Fig. 8. Boundary conditions for the two component-problem 
depicted in Fig. 7. 

Even at the interlayer interface between the first and 
second layers, good qualitative agreement between the 
results of both the present methods can be seen in Fig. 
12. Comparing the circumferential stresses in the second 
layer (t 45”) in Figs. l&12, it can be seen that the stress 
concentration at the midplane of the laminate is higher 
than that at the inter-layer interface because of the bond 
effect with the Iirst layer ( - 45”). 

The transverse normal stress (g3S) distributions around 
the hole surface at the midplane of the second layer are 
shown in Fig. 13. There is a significant difference be- 
tween the present, and Rybicki and Hopper’s resuits. 
However it should be noted again that, in Rybicki and 
Hopper’s formulation, the additional artificial constraint, 
which implies that even the inplane stresses are con- 
tinuous at the interface, was imposed. 

SUMMARY 
The development of a “special multiplier hoie eie- 

ment” for efficient analysis of stresses near traction free 
holes in angle-ply laminates was discussed. The method 
is based on a modified complementary energy principle. 
A 3-D analytical asymptotic stress field for a hole was 
embedded in special elements around the hole. Its ver- 
satility has been demonstrated in a set of examples of 
four-ply symmetric laminates. A simple method of esti- 
mation of stress concentration around the holes was also 
discussed. It was found that this simple estimation 
method yields higher stress concentrations than those 
obtained by the present 3-D finite element method. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of 3-D finite element solution and Z-D s01uti0n for a (45”) lamina. 
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Fig. IO. Variation of circumferential stress aroqnd a hole, at the midplane of a ( - 457 + 457, laminate.. 
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Fig. 11. Variation of circumferential stress around a hole, in each lamina of ( - 457 + 45% laminate. 
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Fig. 12. Variation of circumferential stresses around a hole, at the interlayer interface of ( - 45’/ + 45”), laminate. 
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Fig. 13. Variation of transverse normal stress around a hole in a (- 45”/ + 45”), laminate. 

Because of this conservative estimation of stress con- 
centration. the presently given simple estimation method 
is useful for design purposes. 

5. E. F. Rybicki and A. T. Hopper, Analytical investigation of 
stress concentrations due to holes in fiber reinforced plastic 
laminated plates: three-dimensional models. AFML- TR-73-100, 
Battlehe Columbus Labs (1973). 
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